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Zero-grazing boosts grassland use and ley longevity

Cut-and-carry approach
increases utilisation
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Carting cut grass to the feed passage during mid to late summer
is helping to maximise grass utilisation and extend ley life on
one recently expanded Norfolk-based unit. We visited the herd
during ‘cutting season’ to find out more.
text Rachael Porter

I

t’s been a busy couple of years
for Norfolk-based producers Simon
and Alex Dann. The father-and-son
partnership have just finished building
a new cow house and facilities for their
recently expanded herd, which is based
near Dereham.
Back in 2012 cows numbered just 80
head. Today, after purchasing 200 cows
plus followers from a neighbouring
producer who was selling up, numbers
have reached 400 head, plus 250
followers. And most of the predominantly
autumn-calving herd are housed all year
round and fed using a mixture of zerograzed grass and TMR.
Alex, who manages the herd, says that
zero grazing begins after second-cut
silage has been taken. “We think it’s a
great way to maximise grass utilisation,
particularly in an area of the country
where growth can slow significantly
during the summer months, due to the
drier weather conditions,” he says.
“Figures often quoted say that it’s
possible to take 2.4 times more grass
from a ley by cutting and feeding it to
the cows, compared to grazing it. I’d
agree with that and it significantly
reduces the amount of waste. These

factors may really help extend the life of
leys on our unit. Cutting, even after rain,
causes significantly less damage to the
sward than a herd of cows stomping all
over it.”
The unit has 56 hectares of grassland.
First-cut silage is taken from the whole
area, a second cut is taken from 32
hectares and then 22 hectares are cut for
zero grazing until the end of the grassgrowing season.
A total of 90 hectares of maize is grown,
as well as 25 hectares of wheat for
wholecrop. Some land is also set aside
for grass seed production, for Limagrain.
Alex also grows 12 hectares of fodder
beet, which is sown in April and ready
for harvesting from September through
to December. “We just harvest what we
need when we need it. There’s no way to
store it and it can just sit in the ground
until we want to feed it.”

Seed mixture
The leys that are zero grazed are sown
with Limagrain’s Monarch Maxicut – a
grass-seed mixture that’s ideal for this
purpose. Once zero grazing begins, four
tonnes of fresh grass are cut and fed
each day to the herd, which is currently

Field fresh: four tonnes of grass are cut and fed to the herd each day

Alex Dann
Recent investment in
new housing and dairy
facilities has focused
attention on
maximising grass
utilisation and
production efﬁciency.
Herd size:
Average yield:
Somatic cell count:
Zero grazing:

Dereham

400 cows plus followers
9,000 litres
100,000 cells/ml
Four tonnes per day

averaging 9,000 litres at 4.09% butterfat
and 3.37% protein with a somatic cell
count of 100,000 cells/ml. Around 4% of
the milk produced – between 30,000 and
40,000 litres – is processed by the
business’ ice-cream making enterprise
each year. The remainder is sold to Arla.
During the zero-grazing window, either
Alex or one of the unit’s stockmen take
a 3.2-metre front-mounted mower and
tractor out each morning and, using a
Krone forage harvesting trailer with a
built-in weigh scale, take just as much
grass as is needed.
This is then fed, along the feed fence, to
the mid- and late-lactation cows in the
herd. “And they love it,” says Alex,
adding that spreading the grass along
the fence is a complicated affair using a
loader with a bucket attachment. “But
eventually we plan to invest in an
elevator that attaches to the trailer,
which will ‘feed out’ the grass, much
like a mixer wagon delivers TMR along
the feed fence. But, at £12,000, we’ll
have to wait a year or two.”
Low and medium yielders receive 55kg
of fresh grass each day, plus 25kg of
fresh TMR. The high yielding group are
fed 58kg of TMR – comprising citrus
pulp, an 18% crude protein blend, and
caustic-treated barley. This provides
maintenance plus 45 litres.

Compact feeding
There have been changes to the ration,
with a recent switch to ‘compact’
feeding. This involves soaking all the
dry ingredients in the TMR in water
overnight which adds approximately
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home, with cows either eating at the
feed fence or resting in their strawbedded cubicles. “Straw bedding is a
temporary measure,” explains Alex.

Green bedding

‘Compact’ ration: Alex adds water and makes a pre-mix ‘porridge’ to help reduce sorting

eight litres of water per cow. “It creates a
kind of porridge and, when mixed with
the forage proportion of the TMR, it
makes it very difficult for the cows to
‘sort’.
This concept was adopted in early July,
after discussion with Kite consultant
Ben Watts, so Alex says that it’s too early
to say what impact it’s had on yield and
cow health. “But I can already see a
difference at the feed fence. Sorting is
no longer an issue and the cows are
enjoying this new ‘recipe’. There seems
to be less waste too. And what is left over
is a consistent mix.”
The Danns have invested a considerable
amount on a new single-span building,

with a high roof pitch and low sides to
optimise ventilation. There are no sky
lights – it has a black roof – but its open
design means that it’s well lit and cool in
the summer. “It’s an open and airy
building and we’re really pleased with
it,” says Alex, adding that it was based
on a design put forward by Tim
McKendrick, from The Dairy Group.
Employees Phil Howard and Jenny Osler
milk the herd twice a day through the
unit’s new 25:50 Fullwood swing-over
parlour. It takes, on average, 3.5 hours
per milking.
CowManagement visited just six weeks
after the cows moved to their new
cubicle house and they were already at

Cow comfort: straw will be replaced by green bedding once the separator system is installed
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“We wanted to bed the cubicles with
sand, but sand was just too expensive.
We looked at green bedding – we did our
homework and visited other producers
who are using it. And now we are in the
process of converting to green bedding,”
says Alex, pointing to the area where the
slurry separator that will process the
material will soon be installed. “We’ll be
saving around £40,000 each year on the
cost of bedding material by using a
recycled material instead.”
And the organic matter that’s removed
during the drying process will then be
fed into an AD plant, which is scheduled
for construction within the next 18
months, and a 5.5 million litre irrigation
lagoon. “That’s going to be a huge help
with our grassland. It can be difficult to
keep grass growing in the east.
“And we’re taking steps to keep the
environmental impact of the herd to
a minimum, by installing a recycling
system that will add to the sustainability
of the business,” says Alex.
“We should also be able to cut down on
our nitrogen use, as well as reducing
out energy bills be generating our own
electricity.”

Autumn calving
Other future plans include a gradual
move towards a totally autumn calving
herd. Between 65% and 70% of cows and
heifers currently calve between August
and December. Alex would like to
tighten this further.
“We’re on track. But I’m not being too
strict about cows that fall outside that
pattern at the moment. We need the
milk sales after investing so heavily. But
it will happen gradually.”
And his main focus, now the freshly
expanded herd is finally being managed
in one place with new facilities, is to
consolidate his position.
“We need to add the finishing touches
to what’s been a huge project for us
and then focus on getting our system
running as smoothly as possible. And
we also need to iron out any teething
problems – not that we’ve had any so far.
“It’s been a tough and extra-busy couple
of years. So I’m looking forward to
seeing how things work out now
we’ve finally completed these expansion
projects.” l
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